Global Leadership Challenge in Higher Education for Effective Multilateralism & Sustainable Human Security

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6, DAY 1

S1. Inaugural Session
(14:30 – 15:50 CET)

**Moderators:**
- Remus PRICIOPIE, President, World University Consortium; Trustee, WAAS
- Garry JACOBS, President & CEO, World Academy of Art & Science

**Speakers:**
- Federico MAYOR, Director General, UNESCO (1987-1999); FWAAS
- Irina BOKOVA, Director General, UNESCO (2009-2017); FWAAS
- Maria ESPINOSA, President, 73rd UN General Assembly, Ecuador; FWAAS
- Ameenah GURIB-FAKIM, President of Mauritius (2015-2018); FWAAS
- Emil CONSTANTINESCU, President, Romania (1996-2000); President, Institute for Advanced Studies in Levant Culture & Civilization; Trustee, WAAS

**General Information**
All sessions will be held online on Zoom. All times are Central European Time. If you face any technical issues or have other queries, please write to support@worldacademy.org

PARALLEL SESSION A

2A. Education to Meet the Challenges of the 21st Century (16:00 – 17:00 CET)

In association with Protect Our Planet (POP) Movement

Perspectives of current generation of students regarding changes needed in the content, pedagogy and delivery systems for global higher education to better prepare the world’s youth with the values, knowledge, skills and capacities needed to meet emerging challenges and opportunities and for global citizenship in an increasingly interconnected, networked world.

Moderators:
Drishya PATHAK, POP Youth Mentor / Research Associate
Ana HANHAUSEN, POP Honorary Mentor, Mexico

Panelists:
Willy TSAGUE, POP Youth Mentor, POP Movement, Cameroon
Priyanka PRAKASH, Program Director / Honorary Youth Mentor, Ervis Foundation / The POP Movement, UAE/ India
Yunus IBRAHIM HUSSAIN, Student, Development Advocate, SDGs Program Coordinator, NGIC Young Leader, Nigeria
Marta NEŠKOVIĆ, Research Associate, Institute of Political Studies, Belgrade; JFWAAS
Shweta RANGAN, Research Fellow, Mother’s Service Society, India
Umadevi BUX, MD, Co-Founder, Give Foundation Guyana; President, “THE” Society International Chapter-Guyana
Nahid PEREZ AYALA, POP Trainee Mentor, POP Movement, Mexico
Amina ZAMULINA, International Data Privacy Specialist, Sberbank of Russia, Russia
Raja JOSE LUIS ALVAREZ, President, Maharishi Foundation, Latin America
Ash PACHAURI, Senior Mentor, POP Movement; AFWAAS
Norma PATRICIA MUÑOZ SEVILLA, POP Honorary Distinguished Mentor; President, Climate Change Council, Mexico

PARALLEL SESSION B

2B. The Jena Declaration on Higher Education and Learning (16:00 – 17:00 CET)

What are the implications of TJD endorsed by WAAS and partner organizations in September 2021 on the need to mobilize knowledge in a more integrated way and extend learning beyond the boundaries of fragmented disciplinary knowledge and allow for greater flexibility of studying; move away from conventional, fixed trajectories towards models based on individual preferences and purposes; and include opportunities for critical learning in study programs to enhance students’ abilities to tackle complex, non-disciplinary problems. What should students, faculty, administration, and funders know about the strategies described in TJD? How will colleges and universities address these strategies: through new curriculum, new departments and centers, or existing structures? What types of relationships are needed? How should we evaluate both progress and success?

Moderator:
Benno WERLEN, Chair of The Jena Declaration (TJD); FWAAS

Panelists:
Anne SNICK, Transdisciplinary Education in STEAM, KU University Leuven; Member, Club of Rome; FWAAS; Member, TJD
Joanne KAUFFMAN, Independent Expert, Sustainability Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (Retired); Member, TJD
Fadwa EL GUINDI, University of California, Los Angeles, U.S.A. (Retired); Trustee, WAAS; Member, TJD
Sander VAN DER LEEUW, Director of the ASU-SFI Center for Biosocial Complex Systems, Arizona State University; Member, TJD
Carlos ALVAREZ-PEREIRA, Executive Committee Member, Club of Rome (CoR); FWAAS; Member, TJD
Luiz OOSTERBEEK, UNESCO Chair Humanities and Cultural Landscape Management; Member, TJD
Howard BLUMENTHAL, Founder, Kids on Earth; Producer, Reinventing School, University of Pennsylvania; Member, TJD
Paul SHRIVASTAVA, Director, Sustainability Institute; Chief Sustainability Officer, Pennsylvania State University; Member, CoR & TJD
Mamphela RAMPHELE, Co-President, Club of Rome; FWAAS
S3. Innovating Delivery Systems for Global Higher Education (17:10 – 18:20 CET)

The current education system and existing infrastructure combined with the growing college-age population and rising demand for tertiary education result in an ever-increasing quantitative gap between educational aspirations in society and the capacity of the current system to meet the demand. Global higher education also faces an enormous qualitative gap between the small, elite, exclusive group of world-class institutions and the tens of thousands of institutions with high vacancy rates among faculty, severe shortages of qualified instructors and inadequate on-going training for those in service, underfunded and inadequate facilities, and high student-instructor ratios. What innovative models can be adopted to make world-class higher education accessible and affordable to all who seek it? How can we reduce the gap in quality of instruction, while keeping pace with the ever-accelerating pace of new knowledge acquisition? How will we find the needed qualified instructors and financial resources?

Moderators:
Garry JACOBS, President & CEO, World Academy of Art & Science
Remus PRICOPIE, President, World University Consortium; Trustee, WAAS

Panelists:
Kakha SHENGELIA, Chairman, International Association of University Presidents (IAUP); President, Caucasus University; FWAAS
Ralph WOLFF, Founder and former President, The Quality Assurance Commons; FWAAS
Pavel LUKSHA, Founder & Director, Global Education Futures Initiative; AFWAAS
Mariana BOZESAN, Co-founder and President, AQAL Capital, Germany; FWAAS
Zbigniew BOCHNIARZ, Professor, Kozminski University, Warsaw, University of Washington & Harvard Business School, USA; Trustee, WAAS
Janani RAMANATHAN, Senior Research Fellow, Mother’s Service Society, India; Trustee, WAAS
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PARALLEL SESSION A

4A. 21st Century Pedagogy  
(18:30 – 19:40 CET)

Higher education that began with a focus on a mere handful of subjects today offers more than 1000 disciplines and subdisciplines. Fuelled by the rapid accumulation of information, this multiplication of disciplines results in a progressive narrowing of field and scope of knowledge in each specialized discipline, decreasing the width and breadth of knowledge even in closely related fields. Over-specialization ill-prepares youth to understand and adapt to the ever-increasing complexity and interdependencies that characterize our age. Transdisciplinary perspectives, customized and personalized curricula, and contextualized knowledge are essential for relevance and effectiveness in our increasingly complex world. This session explores the contours for a radical shift in pedagogy.

Moderators:

Olivia BINA, Principal Researcher, University of Lisbon; FWAAS  
Alberto ZUCCONI, Chairman of the Board, WAAS; Secretary General, World University Consortium

Panelists:

Sue HENDERSON, President, New Jersey City University  
Peter SCHLOSSER, Vice President and Vice Provost, Arizona State University  
Ralph WOLFF, Founder and former President, The Quality Assurance Commons; FWAAS  
Carol SPALDING, President, Rowan-Cabarrus Community College, USA; FWAAS

PARALLEL SESSION B

4B. Equity Impact at Scale: Collaborations Moving the Levers of Access  
(18:30 – 19:30 CET)

In association with GlobalMindED

Issues of economic stagnation, inequality and financial disparity have long existed but grew far worse during COVID. This session will explore how to reverse generations of global inequities by exploring what needs to change in academia, business, funding and what the diverse, emergent talent pipeline of global leaders say they most value, want and need as learners, workers and impact-makers solving the world’s toughest problems which they have inherited. Together, the communities of WAAS and GlobalMindED can set a new, inclusive standard of international collaboration by mobilizing uncommon collaborators to move the global levers of access and equity to achieve lasting impact at scale.

Moderators:

Carol CARTER, President & CEO, GlobalMindED; AFWAAS  
Rodolfo FIORINI, Emeritus Professor, Politecnico di Milano University; Trustee, WAAS

Panelists:

Jeffrey VARGAS, President and CEO, Generationology LLC  
Isabelle HAU, Impact Funder  
Susan SWAYZE, Founder, Diversity Think Tank  
Tim SHEPHARD, Vice President, Business Development Strategy & Operations, Lockheed Martin Space
PLENARY SESSION

S5. Keynotes on Human Security and a Culture of Peace (14:30 – 15:00 CET)

The COVID-19 pandemic is illustrative of the serious challenges impacting on virtually every dimension of global society today. The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals itemize these challenges and identify 169 targets for action by the nations of the world. But they do not sufficiently account for their extreme interconnectedness and interdependencies or the necessity for integrated thinking and coordinated action. Nor do they sufficiently communicate to the general public their personal relevance and importance to every person on earth. This session explores the UN concept of Human Security which is designed to provide a comprehensive, integrated framework for understanding and effective action at the local, national and global level.

Moderator:
Donato KINIGER-PASSIGLI, Vice President, World Academy of Art & Science

Speakers:
Munera YOUSUFZADA, Former Deputy Minister of Defence and Deputy Governor of Kabul; Artist and Poet
Chantal-Line CARPENTIER, Chief, UN Conference on Trade & Development, New York; FWAAS
Phoebe KOUNDOURI, President-elect, European Association of Environmental and Resource Economists; FWAAS
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, DAY 2

PARALLEL SESSION A

6A. Education for Human Security
(15:00 – 16:00 CET)

The application of an integrated Human Security perspective in education is stymied by the extreme fragmentation that characterizes the present silo-based disciplinary structure of higher education. This session will explore the potential for evolution of transdisciplinary, contextual approaches to interrelate and unify disciplinary perspectives and transform abstract, theoretical forms of learning into terms more suitable for understanding and effective action in the real world.

Moderator:

Donato KINIGER-PASSIGLI, Vice President, World Academy of Art & Science

Panelists:

Moneef R. ZOU’BI, Director General, Islamic World Academy of Sciences, Jordan (1998-2019); Trustee, WAAS
Mariona CARDONA VALLES, Coordinator for Crisis Management and Multilateral Affairs, University of Catalunya
Chantal-Line CARPENTIER, Chief, UN Conference on Trade & Development, New York; FWAAS

PARALLEL SESSION B

6B. Values, Ethics & Social Impact in Education
(15:00 – 16:00 CET)

The Academy’s founders were motivated by the realization that science and arts have an imperative responsibility to ensure that the creations of the human mind should promote the security, welfare, and well-being of humanity. The secular values of objective science and the human values of the subjective arts are complementary perspectives that need to be combined and reconciled in order to generate humane knowledge for sustainable human security and well-being. This session will explore the importance of values, ethics, social impact and social responsibility in higher education and seek to identify ways to more fully integrate these subjective elements into the content and pedagogy of all disciplines and levels of learning, with focus on fields such as AI, energy, healthcare, finance, and social political history.

Moderators:

Vesna VUČINIĆ, Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade; FWAAS
Hazel HENDERSON, Founder of Ethical Markets Media, USA; FWAAS

Panelists:

Alberto ZUCCONI, Chairman of the Board, WAAS; Secretary General, World University Consortium
Lene-Rachel ANDERSEN, Author, Publisher & Economist; Member, Club of Rome
Yi HENG-CHENG, Professor, Tongji University, Shanghai, China; FWAAS
Janani RAMANATHAN, Senior Research Analyst, Mother’s Service Society, India; Trustee, WAAS
PARALLEL SESSION A

7A. Mind, Thinking and Creativity (16:10 – 17:10 CET)

Our greatest achievements are products of our minds. So too, the existential problems confronting humanity today are products of the way we think. The discussions in this session seek to consciously enhance our understanding of the analytic, abstract mode of thinking characteristic of disciplinary silos, increase our awareness of its inherent limitations and blind spots, and develop the capacity to think in a more contextual, inclusive and integrated manner outside the confines of our existing conceptual frameworks. The aim of the session is to explore ways to broaden the range and enhance the quality of our thinking by making conscious the implicit assumptions and barriers that confine it within narrow boundaries, the limits to the prevailing conception of rationality, and the creative potential that can be tapped by more integrated perspectives.

Moderators:

Garry JACOBS, President & CEO, World Academy of Art & Science

Piero DOMINICI, Scientific Director, International Research and Education Programme on Human Complex Systems; AFWAAS

Panelists:

Ullica SEGERSTRÅLE, Professor, Illinois Institute of Technology; FWAAS

Rodolfo FIORINI, Emeritus Professor, Politecnico di Milano University; Trustee, WAAS

Thomas REUTER, University of Melbourne, Australia; Trustee, WAAS

Carlos ALVAREZ-PEREIRA, Executive Committee Member, Club of Rome; FWAAS

PARALLEL SESSION B

7B. Education for the Culture of Peace & SDGs as the New Paradigm to meet Global Challenges (16:10 – 17:10)

In association with Inter-Parliamentary Coalition for Global Ethics (IPCGE)

The SDGs call for peaceful and just societies; however, the means to achieve that goal i.e. education for a culture of peace and the SDGs has not been specified and UN member states are left to their own devices as to how to bring this about. IPCGE has embarked on efforts to close this gap by promoting initiatives to achieve mandatory education on the culture of peace and SDGs at all levels of education in all UN member states. The session will explore the need for education on a culture of peace and SDGs and means to achieve this goal for future education and global leadership. How can we achieve education for a culture of peace and SDGs on all educational levels within a global perspective? How can we assure that future global leaders are equipped with the basic values of a culture of peace and the SDGs within the framework of higher education?

Moderator:

Shoshana BEKERMAN, Founder & Director, Inter Parliamentary Coalition for Global Ethics; AFWAAS

Panelists:

Jean MAX RAKOTOMAMONJY, former Speaker of Parliament of Madagascar

Wafik MOUSTAFA, Founder and Chairman of the Conservative Arab Network, UK

Rabbi ELIE ABADIE, Co-chair of the Sadat Congressional Gold Medal Committee; Senior Rabbi of the Jewish Council of the Emirates, UAE

Richard HELLMAN, Environmental Consultant; Attorney; President, Friends of UNEP USA and Middle East Research Center Ltd.
PARALLEL SESSION A

8A. Integration of Art and Science in Higher Education (17:20 – 18:20 CET)

Art and Science are not two separate and incommunicable worlds, but two complementary branches of the same tree that can converse and converge with one another to generate continually evolving knowledge that is greater than the sum of its parts. Science without Art is unimaginative and mechanistic. Art, through a scientific approach, transforms abstract knowledge into concrete applications. Education needs to take serious efforts to accelerate the integration of these complementary perspectives in various forms of knowledge discovery, transmission and application. This session explores the need to integrate the two streams of knowledge to equip students with the skills and capacities to generate holistic and sustainable solutions for the challenges we face.

Moderators:
Donato KINIGER-PASSIGLI, Vice President, WAAS
Nebojša NEŠKOVIĆ, Secretary General, WAAS

Panelists:
Adelina VON FÜRSTENBERG, President & Founder, ART for The World; FWAAS
Denys ZACHAROPOULOS, Art Historian & theorist; Professor of Art History
Aleksander ZIDANŠEK, Professor, Jožef Stefan International Postgraduate School; Trustee, WAAS
Neantro SAAVEDRA-RIVANO, Professor Emeritus, University of Tsukuba, Japan; FWAAS
Isabelle WACHSMUTH, Project Manager, Art Impact For Health and SDGs initiative, WHO; AFWAAS
Marcel VAN DE VOORDE, Professor, University of Technology Delft; Trustee, WAAS
Andrea CARLINO, Artist, Author, Faculty Member, University of Geneva

PARALLEL SESSION B

8B. University Beyond the Walls (17:20 – 18:20 CET)

Organized by the Institute for Advanced Studies in Levant Culture & Civilization (ISACCL)

Traditionally, universities, from the theological to the humboldian and the modern one, developed two actions: teaching and research. The industrial growth of the last centuries gave way to a new concern: services offered on demand which have now become “the third mission” of the universities. Universities are increasingly expected to provide contributions to regional innovation and economic development processes. A large number of specialized periodicals, books and articles debate on the subject, both in its general and applied sense. The European strategic plans for development and societal cohesion highly consider the role that universities play in achieving these goals. The aspects subjected to debate in this panel are the following: 1. Are all universities prepared to respond to the “third mission”? 2. Does the “third mission” sustain the universities’ development? 3. Examples of cases of successful implication of universities in the sustainable development of the regions.

Moderators:
Dan GRIGORESCU, ISACCL Scientific Director
Oana-Elena BRÂNDA, ISACCL Expert; AFWAAS

Panelists:
Emil CONSTANTINESCU, President, Scientific Council of the Institute for Advanced Studies in Levant Culture and Civilization (ISACCL); WAAS Trustee; former President, Romania (1996-2000)
Erich HOEDL, Former Rector, Wuppertal University and The Graz University of Technology; Trustee, WAAS
Christine VOLKMAN, UNESCO Chair, Entrepreneurship and Intercultural Management at the Schumpeter School of Business and Economics, University of Wuppertal
Mihai GÎRŢU, Vice-Rector, “Ovidius” University of Constanța
Eden MAMUT, Secretary General, Black Sea Universities Network
Ileana GAVRILESCU, Bergische University of Wuppertal
PARALLEL SESSION A

9A. Education for Sustainability: Adapting to the Future (18:30 – 19:30 CET)

In April 2020, colleges and universities around the world closed down due to the pandemic, disrupting the studies of 220 million college students in 170 countries. Environmentalists are clear that the disruption caused by COVID-19 may have been sudden and dramatic, but its magnitude and long-term impact will be insignificant compared to that expected from climate change. We may never be able to go back to relying completely on face-to-face classroom learning. Therefore, we need a system of education that is future-proof so it is not held hostage to future disruptions and imparts to future citizens the knowledge needed to create a sustainable future. This session discusses ways to train teachers, guide researchers and educate students in the increasing complexity and uncertainty of global society and generate a more resilient and sustainable culture.

Moderators:

Amanda ELLIS, Executive Director, Asia Pacific, Global Institute of Sustainability and Innovation, ASU; FWAAS

Paul SHRIVASTAVA, Director, Sustainability Institute; Chief Sustainability Officer, Pennsylvania State University

Speaker:

Hazel HENDERSON, Founder of Ethical Markets Media, USA; FWAAS

Panelists:

Phoebe KOUNDOURI, President-elect, European Association of Environmental and Resource Economists; FWAAS

Chantal-Line CARPENTIER, Chief, UN Conference on Trade & Development, New York; FWAAS

Kehkashan BASU, Founder & President, Green Hope Foundation

PARALLEL SESSION B

9B. STEAM AND BEYOND: Reimagining Education and Learning for Co-evolving Living (18:30 – 19:30 CET)

Since the first industrial revolution, our education system has been fraught with reductionist, siloed thinking and learning models and frameworks, which have resulted in disastrous outcomes for our living systems and planet. Living systems are a constant combination of multiple forms of communication and interaction between organisms. While it may be possible to capture some of the first order combination and communications in living systems and transmit them to future generations by education, the second and higher orders of communication remain unseen, inseparable, undefinable, and crucial to the trajectories and aesthetics of ongoing vitality. We can only try to capture them by co-evolving learning. This requires the inclusion of Arts in STEM and a commitment to step beyond our learned specialisations, open up to a world that holds space for paradoxes and contradictions as equally valid perspectives, and to empower a world based on reconciliation rather than compromise. This session reimagines a learning framework embedded in co-evolutionary living in the present, such that our current actions regenerate value into the future.

Moderators:

Rodolfo FIORINI, Emeritus Professor, Politecnico di Milano University; Trustee, WAAS

Witold KINSNER, Professor, University of Manitoba; FWAAS

Speaker:

Peta MILAN, Director, Transcendent Media Capital; FWAAS

Ranjani RAVI, Associate Editor, Cadmus; FWAAS

Grazyna LEŚNIAK-ŁEBKOWSKA, Professor, Warsaw School of Economics, Poland; AFWAAS
PARALLEL SESSION A

10A. Education for Societal Transformation (14:30 – 15:30 CET)

Societal transformation is the process of making conscious the long, slow haphazard process of social evolution. Societal transformation is possible only when our thinking is integrated. Such thinking in turn requires an integral education. We need to break down the silos of academic knowledge and organize it within a transdisciplinary framework. This session explores ways in which education can instill in youth the capacity to correlate and synthesize, to place isolated pieces of information within a cohesive framework of thought, to think from first principles, to reintegrate abstract thought with the world we live in, and apply it for societal transformation and sustainable development for all.

Moderators:

Garry JACOBS, President & CEO, World Academy of Art & Science
Piero DOMINICI, Scientific Director, International Research and Education Programme on Human Complex Systems; AFWAAS

Panelists:

Frank DIXON, Founder, Global System Change; FWAAS
Petra KUENKEL, Member, Executive Committee, Club of Rome
Peter SCHLOSSER, Vice President and Vice Provost, Arizona State University
Zbigniew BOCHNIARZ, Professor, Kozminski University, Warsaw, University of Washington and Harvard Business School, USA; Trustee, WAAS

PARALLEL SESSION B

10B. Transformative Power of Education for Women’s Leadership (14:30 – 15:30 CET)

This session engages women leaders from diverse cultures and continents who are on the frontlines of dealing with crises of human development, conflict and climate change in their home countries and in the world. They will share their views regarding a ‘new paradigm for the future of education’ based on their direct life experiences in mobilising education to transform the crises and challenges they faced in their communities. They will identify ‘what is missing today and what is needed in education tomorrow’ to not only respond to but to transform those who are ‘left behind’ by the current paradigm: especially women, youth, minorities and disabled who are worst affected by poverty, climate crisis and youth, based on their specific contexts as well as on the global challenges we face as humanity today. They will share how they catalysed the transformative power of education in innovative, collaborative, co-creative ways—despite all odds—to contribute to human and planetary security, through their exemplary and collective women’s leadership.

Moderator:

Rama MANI, Convenor, Enacting Global Transformation, University of Oxford; FWAAS

Panelists:

Sujata KHANDEKAR, Co-founder, Grassroots Leadership Academy
Thais CORRAL, Founder of SINAL and School for Agents of Transformation
Pilar ALVAREZ LASO, Assistant Director General of UNESCO for Human and Social Sciences (2010-2013); Head of UNESCO in Haiti and Uzbekistan
Zahira KAMAL, First Women’s Affairs Minister, Palestine; First Woman Secretary General, FIDA
PARALLEL SESSION A

11A. Educating Leaders for a Different Future
(15:40 – 16:40 CET)

There is an urgent need to fill the global leadership vacuum in order to address
the complex, pressing challenges confronting humanity today. We cannot change
the global system or its leadership instantly, but we can rapidly and dramatically
improve the education of both existing and future world leaders in national
governments, multilateral organizations, business and civil society by imparting to
them a knowledge of the complex factors propelling global social evolution and the
process by which it can be consciously shaped and directed to address challenges and
tap opportunities. This session discusses ways to meet the urgent need to assemble
the fragmented perspectives of human knowledge into a comprehensive, integrated
perspective of the process of global social evolution and the process and strategies
which can be harnessed to consciously lead and more effectively direct its course. An
integrated, transdisciplinary education can better equip leaders, diplomats, public
administrators and policy-makers to understand and respond appropriately to the
rapidly unfolding challenges of our time.

Moderators:
Donato KINIGER-PASSIGLI, Vice President, World Academy of Art
& Science
Jonathan GRANOFF, President, Global Security Institute; FWAAS

Panelists:
Ralph WOLFF, Founder and former President, The Quality
Assurance Commons; FWAAS
Jon HANS-COETZER, Academic Dean, EU Business School Online
Campus
Joanna NURSE, Strategic Advisor, InterAction Council
Matthew CHODKOWSKI, Adjunct Professor, Founding Director,
The Institute for Postindustrial Leadership, University of
Indianapolis

PARALLEL SESSION B

11B. Paper Presentations
(15:40 – 16:40 CET)

This session features presentation and discussion of papers on reimagining education
in the post-COVID times. It explores global trends and emerging paradigms and
processes in education, the limits of the prevailing concept of rationality, the value of
creativity, cultural orientation, and the place of technology in the future of education.

Moderator:
Elif Çepni, Professor, University of Karabuk Business School; AFWAAS

Presenters:
The Prison of Rationality and How to Liberate Ourselves from it
Thomas REUTER, Professor, University of Melbourne, Australia;
Trustee, WAAS

Future as Emergence: Paradigms and Processes. A Background for
Reimagining Education
Sesh VELAMOOR, Director of Programs, Foundation for the Future;
FWAAS

Is Higher Education an Important Contributor to Social Transformation?
Zbigniew BOCHNIARZ, Professor, Kozminski University, Warsaw,
University of Washington and Harvard Business School, USA;
Trustee, WAAS
PARALLEL SESSION A

12A. From Peace and Security to Human Development: Exploring the Nexus (16:50 – 17:50 CET)

In collaboration with Global Governance Forum

The UN Charter sought to establish a framework for peace and security so that the international community could focus on “the promotion of the economic and social advancement of all peoples.” We were supposed to set war aside so that we could redirect those resources to poverty alleviation, the improvement of living conditions and creating opportunities for human development. And yet, 75 years after the adoption of the Charter, we face a range of global challenges which cast a shadow over our collective future: accelerating climate change, rising militarism, widening income disparities, widespread gender and other forms of discrimination. This panel will discuss why the failures to develop more effective mechanisms of international cooperation have been hugely costly in development terms and what might be some desirable reforms to our global economic governance architecture. It will seek answers to the question: How can we reform our educational systems to support the required transformations in thinking and values?

Moderator:
Augusto LOPEZ-CLAROS, Executive Director, Global Governance Forum

Panelists:
Arthur DAHL, President, International Environment Forum, Geneva, Switzerland
Maja GROFF, Visiting Professor, Leiden University; Convener, Climate Governance Commission, Global Challenges Foundation (Sweden)
Joshua LINCOLN, Senior Fellow, Fletcher School of Diplomacy, Tufts University; former Chief of Staff to UN Executive Secretary, UN Commission for Europe
Darynell RODRIGUEZ, Former Executive Director, Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict

PARALLEL SESSION B


In partnership with GlobalMindED

STEAM is the integration of Scientific thinking and research with Art in the broadest sense as human creativity, the objective and subjective dimensions of reality, and the rational and intuitive perceptions of knowledge. This session explores the process of integrating the value-free conception of science with the values-based affirmation of humanity, and answers the questions: How can we integrate these dimensions in a manner that enhances understanding and accomplishment, rather than affirming one to the total neglect of the other? What are its implications for education, understanding and thinking processes?

Moderators:
Paula GARCIA TODD, Global Strategic Manager, International Flavors & Fragrances (IFF)
Rodolfo FIORINI, Emeritus Professor, Politecnico di Milano University; Trustee, WAAS

Panelists:
Charita L. CASTRO, Director of Labor Affairs, Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR)
Afua BRUCE, Chief Program Officer, DataKind; AAAS If/Then Ambassador
Witold KINSNER, Professor, University of Manitoba; FWAAS
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, DAY 3

PLENARY SESSION

S13. Keynotes on Arts & Education (18:00 – 18:30 CET)

*Moderator:*
Donato KINIGER-PASSIGLI, Vice President, World Academy of Art & Science

*Presenters:*
Danilo SANTOS DE MIRANDA, Sao Paolo Director of the Serviço Social do Comércio (SESC); FWAAS
Denys ZACHAROPOULOS, Art Historian & Theorist; Professor of Art History

S14. Closing Session (18:30 – 19:30 CET)

*Moderators:*
Remus PRICOPIE, President, World University Consortium; Trustee, WAAS
Garry JACOBS, President & CEO, World Academy of Art & Science

*Speakers:*
Fernando LEÓN GARCÍA, President, International Association of University Presidents (IAUP); President, CETYS University System, Mexico
Francisco MARMOLEJO, President of Higher Education, Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community Development
Amanda ELLIS, Executive Director, Asia Pacific, Global Institute of Sustainability and Innovation, ASU; FWAAS
Ismail SERAGELDIN, Co-Chair, Nizami Ganjavi International Center (NGIC), FWAAS